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You don't have to be 6'7" and a world-class athlete to master this one-of-a-kind version of
basketball. This is a game that anyone can play when tedium sets in at the office. Kit includes a
32-page rule book on Desktop Basketball to get you started, a miniature basketball, and an
easy-to-assemble basketball hoop, post, suction-cup base, and backboard.
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I bought this product because i love basketball! I have to say the product is pretty good and the
suction cups work pretty well so it wont knock over! QUality is good! perfect for any lovers of
basketball! Also great to occupy kids if its a bring your child to work day or something! So cute and
better than most things i buy at the store! outdid theirself again! I like how everything is built so
overall 5 star rating! nothing else about it!

The mini basketball hoop is a great product! My 10yr old son was constantly playing basketball with
his army guys, wrestling guys and other action figures but without a mini hoop he had created his
own by taking a small plastic garbage pail and tossing his mini ball in that. When he got this as a gift
from his father it was the best gift he had been given! It would make a great stocking stuffer for
Christmas or as part of an Easter basket that has a sports theme.

Cute idea in theory but the suction was incredibly weak so it was practically useless. Every time my
friend tried to shoot, it wouldn't make it because the ball would hit the net and the whole thing would
fall over. I bought it as a gift for my friend who loves basketball and mini kits are usually cute gift
ideas but this was poorly made. It's also not worth the pricey $9, I would avoid it.

very cute - ordered a second one so he can play with his NBA action figures with two b-ball goals.
Haven't had any problems and seems sturdy enough to play with.

Hoop is sturdy and ball bounces consistently. Perfect for shooting hoops in the office and everyone
wants to try when they stop by your desk. I bounce the ball into the hoop opposed to shooting like a
normal basketball. Only wish I paid $5, not $10 with shipping.

very cute, but topples over easily, so i mounted it in a 3" square block if wood an inch thick. however
my parrot destroyed it in one play session after she had learned to sink a ball! it's made of a very
flimsy lightweight plastic. great idea but it needs some work!

I bought for my eclectus parrot so he could take it to the hoop and get a little b-ball practice. Worked
perfect for this, and now my parrot is a regular Larry bird. No pun intended l.

This product is perfect for young or old, guy or gal! I received this item and absolutely love it!!! It is
so informative! If not a fan of the game of basketball, the mini-book fills you in on a brief history,
rules of the game, the top 10 basketball films, as well as women's basketball. The desktop hoop and
ball itself is too cute and well crafted. I recommend this set to anyone! I am very happy with it and
plan to purchase more as gifts!
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